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It is early morning and I am sitting at a table overlooking the Puget Sound in Washington State. The marine layer 
(commonly called fog) is hovering over the calm waters. If I open the sliding patio door I will be met with the sweet, 
moist scent of salt and life. In a few hours the sun will burn holes in the moisture, scatter it and banish it for the 
balance of the day.

Last night our dog Kai took my wife Noreen and I for a walk and we caught up with the Osprey nest just down the road 
and listened as they whistled and called to each other. A half hour later one of the adult Osprey was sitting in ambush on a 
Madrona tree in our back yard, as the setting sun covertly conspired with our sea hawk to refl ect light off  fi sh near the surface.

Here is our Creator working with the Osprey, the Madrona, the sun and our life giving waters to provide the balance in our 
environment that it so desperately wants to maintain. Please be aware of and protect all bodies of water. They matter!

As they say, “Hold that thought!” We at SEASOFT are so thrilled to announce that we have a proprietary method of 
environmentally sealing our lead shot and protecting you, our waters and our world from the toxic poison that is lead. 
For too long, divers and the dive industry alike have treated this toxic element, lead, as if it were not dangerous. I have 
watched dive store employees eating while stacking lead and I have never observed anyone washing their hands after 
handling lead.

ALL of our lead products; SEABAGS™, SEASOFT Weight Belts™, SEASOFT Ankle Weights™ and TANK Weights™, contain 
lead shot that is sealed so that it is completely safe for our environment. Of course, you still have to rinse and take care 
of all lead products in order to maintain this seal, but this should be part of your après dive routine anyway.

So for 2017, our 33rd year in business, thank you for diving with SEASOFT! Thank you for allowing us to dive with you!

Let’s continue to treat each other with kindness and generosity as we search for all the goodness God, the oceans and 
each other has to offer.

Safe diving to you,

Bruce Justinen,
President

™
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DRYSUITS

The SEASOFT Ti 3000™ and Ti 5000™

SEASOFT Ti 5000™SEASOFT Ti 5000™

The SEASOFT Ti 3000™ (3.5 mm) and Ti 5000™ (5 mm) drysuits are our best 
compressed neoprene suits.

From Bruce Justinen, President of SEASOFT SCUBA, “What gives me the greatest satisfaction 
is designing a drysuit where I condense everything I know in my 33 years of experience 
working with drysuits into the Ti 3000™ and Ti 5000™ compressed neoprene drysuits.”

• Tough, abrasion-resistant DINA-HIDE™ exterior.
• Incredibly warm! 
• Compressed high-density neoprene has thick cell membranes resistant to 
  compression.
• Will last years longer than typical neoprene drysuits.
• Rated to 350 feet (107) meters), ideal for technical and re-breather divers. 
• Stretchy, comfortable and easy to wear suit with self-entry across the back.
• Low hydro-drag.
• Titanium Flake Foil Technology™ for heat-reflecting warmth.
• Si-Tech™ valves, Ti-Zip™ Super Seal zipper, deluxe suspenders and one pocket with 
  stainless D-ring.
• SHARKSKIN™ Kneepads.
• STEALTH™ Athletic Booties with orthotics.
• Chest and arm decals are available in Blue or Gray.

Bruce continues, “ I love to hear divers tell me that this is the first time they have every 
truly been warm. I hear that a lot with the Ti drysuits, that’s why we are in business!”

The SEASOFT Ti 3000™ (45˚F - 70˚F) and Ti 5000™ (40˚F - 60˚F) are simply the 
best in every way. There must be a reason SEASOFT Drysuits are prized by 
everyone who owns one.

Important: Don’t forget that SEASOFT has incredible deals on their Alaska™ 
Undergarment, any SEASOFT Hood and any SEASOFT Ankle Weight™. Must be 
on the same invoice as the drysuit.

™
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DRYSUITS

These are our best selling drysuits for good reason. The award winning SEASOFT TX3™ and TX™ hybrid 
neoprene drysuits are available in 3.5 mm (TX3™) and 4.5 mm (TX™). This gives you the choice of picking the 
best drysuit for your diving conditions. These are incredibly resilient, comfortable and stretchable drysuits!

The SEASOFT TX3™ and TX™ Drysuits are also versatile, the TX3™ is comfortable in water temperatures 
ranging from 55˚F to 80˚F. Below 55˚F you’ll want the optional ALASKA™ Undergarment. The SEASOFT TX™ is 
toasty between 50˚F and 70˚F. Again, below 50˚ you’ll want your optional ALASKA™ Undergarment.

We can talk about all kinds of features and benefits but there is nothing that can substitute for the incredible 
feeling of being warm, dry and comfortable while diving. How awesome would it be to know you have an 
incredible drysuit and knowing that so many others paid more for a drysuit, not as good as yours.

SEASOFT TX3™ and TX™ Drysuits

The TX3™ and TX™ Drysuits have:

• The TX3™ and TX™ are rated to 180 feet, ideal for sport diving.
• Stretchy, comfortable and easy to wear suits with self-entry across the back.
• Low hydro-drag.
• Titanium Flake Foil Technology™ for added heat-reflecting warmth.
• Si-Tech™ valves, Ti-Zip™ Super Seal zipper, STEALTH™ athletic booties,  
  deluxe suspenders and one pocket with stainless D-ring.
• Chest and arm decals are available in Red, Yellow, Blue, Pink, or Gray.
• Very affordable – a great value compared to virtually any drysuit!
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DRYSUITS

The SEASOFT 4 mm XV-4™ may arguably be the best drysuit in the world 
for recreational diving.

Bruce Justinen, President of SEASOFT SCUBA: “I’ve been diving for more than 
30 years, with more than 5,000 drysuit dives and there is no other drysuit like 
the SEASOFT XV-4™. It’s smooth-skinned, yet tough as nails, stretchy, resistant 
to compression and lightweight. It’s astonishing. Here is what some of the 
experts are saying about the XV-4™.”

“Overall, the XV-4™ is one of the most comfortable drysuits we have ever 
test-dived.”
http://www.scubagearreports.com

SCUBALABS TESTER’S CHOICE “BOTTOM LINE: The Tester’s Choice in 
neoprene suits, the XV-4™ was unsurpassed in comfort and warmth in and 
out of the water.”
http://www.scubadiving.com/gear/drysuits-2011-seasoft-xv-4

• Abrasion-resistant exterior has a smooth skin that dries in 
  minutes and eliminates hydro-drag!
• SHARKSKIN™ Kneepads.
• STEALTH™ Athletic Booties with orthotics.
• Freedom of movement with stretchy and lightweight 
  neoprene is nothing but incredible.
• Self-entry!
• Titanium Flake Foil Technology™ for added heat-refl ecting warmth.
• Si-Tech™ valves, Ti-Zip™ Super Seal zipper, deluxe suspenders and 
  one pocket with stainless D-ring.
• Chest and arm decals are available in Blue, Yellow, Red, Pink, or Gray.

The SEASOFT XV-4™ is rated to 180 feet (55 meters) in water 
temperatures between 55˚F and 75˚F, below 55˚ and you’ll want 
the optional ALASKA™ Undergarment.

It is the perfect instructor suit when you want to be warm and 
comfortable when you’re in your suit for hours, it’s also incredibly easy 
to take on or off. The SEASOFT XV-4™ is the perfect drysuit, period!

SEASOFT XV-4™ Drysuit

SEASOFT XV-4™

™
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DRYSUITS

SEASOFT BLUE DIAMOND™

BLUE DIAMOND™ Commercial Drysuits were designed for the commercial 
diver who needs to be dry, warm and productive. Productivity comes 
from the “raglan” sleeves that are almost twice as wide as normal drysuit 
sleeves, where they are attached to the upper torso of the suit. They give 
the diver incredible freedom of movement. 

This freedom of movement means that the entire upper shoulder area is 
free to move without having to stretch 5 mm or 6 mm of neoprene every 
time the diver moves his arms or shoulders. This can make a diver 15% to 
25% more productive on certain types of dives.

The BLUE DIAMOND™ Commercial Drysuit is constructed of 5.5 mm 
commercial grade neoprene covered in “small diamond”, a tight double 
weave polyester fabric that is used where abrasion-resistance is needed. 
This noeprene is warm, tough and will out last all competitors. 

SEASOFT also put its famous STEALTH™ boots on this suit. These boots 
have an elevated heel and real orthotics, they don’t just look like athletic 
footwear, they are! Also included is 3.5 mm push through wrist seals that 
are reinforced and a 3.5 mm neoprene tucking neck seal for comfort, 
warmth and dryness.

You will also find up to 10 feet fewer seams in your BLUE DIAMOND™, 
this means a drier and stronger suit. The Si-Tech™ exhaust valves are not 
installed until the suit is ordered so the commercial diver can have the 
final say over placement. 

So there you have it, the perfect suit  for the hardworking commercial diver 
– an aff ordable, comfortable, productive, warm and long-lasting drysuit.

SEASOFT BLUE DIAMOND™ 
Commercial Drysuit

™
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DRYSUITS
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DRYSUIT
ACCESSORIES

We’ve been diving drysuits for a long time now and we make the perfect undergarment to wear 
with our SEASOFT Drysuits. The ALASKA™ Undergarment that you wear under your SEASOFT 
drysuit is a perfect combination of comfort, added warmth and performance that is engineered 
to make your dive warm and comfortable. We use an 18 oz., long-fi ber fl eece, that wicks moisture 
away from your body to keep you warm and dry. 

In additon, the ALASKA™ Undergarment has:

• A high collar to protect the back of your neck between dives.
• A two-way zipper.
• Two deep pockets.
• A gathered waist, important because this prevents drysuit “creep”.
• 1” stirrups to keep the legs in place.
• Expensive and stretchable wrist cuff s instead of cheap thumb rings. Just a better way to do things.

The ALASKA™ Undergarment is designed to work with your suit to make diving what it should be 
– warm, dry and fun. Makes you look good while doing it!

Important: Don’t forget that SEASOFT has incredible deals on their ALASKA™ Undergarment, any SEASOFT 
Hood and any SEASOFT Ankle Weight™. Must be on the same invoice as the drysuit. See your SEASOFT 
Authorized Dealer or visit www.seasoftscuba.com for more details.

SEASOFT ALASKA™ Undergarment
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SEASOFT ALASKA UNDERGARMENT™

SEASOFT DRYSUIT Accessories
• Pee valves   
• Relief zippers 
• Extra pockets of different sizes 
• Custom fitting 
• KEVLAR™ butt pads   
• Accessory Packages available

SEASOFT SPECIAL FORCES
BACKPACK/ GEAR BAG™
Part #:  301-005
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LEMON GRENAIDE

OK, you know what people do in their wetsuits! You know what you do in YOUR wetsuit, and sometimes the odor can be 
overwhelmingly powerful. This is where SEASOFT Lemon GrenAIDE™ enters the picture. With enzymes, special detergents 
and top-secret ingredients, it saves us from these odors!

SEASOFT’s Lemon GrenAIDE™ is the newest addition to this fi ght to save our noses and our sanity! It is an enzymatic 
cleaner, that not only kills the most foul odors, but leaves behind a fresh, real lemon fragrance. SEASOFT Lemon 
GrenAIDE™ Enzymatic Cleaner leaves that fresh fragrance behind, because of our “secret formula.” It consists of 15% REAL 
lemon juice (which is a natural disinfectant and antibacterial) and lemon oil.

SEASOFT Lemon GrenAIDE™ has powerful enzymes that destroy the kind of bacteria found in wetsuits, drysuits, hoods, 
booties, gloves, gear bags, camping gear, pet beds and other stinky items. It is powerful enough to do all of this, yet is 
gentle enough to protect these fabrics wash after wash.

We also know that convenience is important and SEASOFT Lemon GrenAIDE™ is engineered to be used in “h-e” front-load, 
as well as newer top-load washing machines on the gentle cycle. Always follow the manufacturer’s recommendation for 
whatever you wash. You simply use SEASOFT Lemon GrenAIDE™ instead of your normal detergent.

IMPORTANT: NEVER put a wetsuit or drysuit in the dryer, always hang to dry. Always follow manufacturer’s 
recommendations on other products.

When in doubt, you can soak an item that needs to be treated in SEASOFT Lemon GrenAIDE™. Use 1/2 of the 8 oz. bottle 
to 10 gallons of water and soak for at least 15+ minutes to allow the enzymes to work. You can choose whether to rinse or 
not, but for a stronger fragrance do not rinse.

SEASOFT Lemon GrenAIDE™ will win you over with its ability to conquer the stink associated with all the abuse we heap 
on scuba gear and sporting equipment. If it can’t be new, it might as well be clean and smell amazing!

Regular Lemon GrenAIDE™ is an enzymatic cleaner, shampoo and a wonderful 
deodorizer. Lemon GrenAIDE SPRAY™ leaves out the shampoo and gives you an extra 
kick of enzymes and lemon fragrance.

Lemon GrenAIDE SPRAY™ is amazingly useful for killing off  those odors WHILE you are 
actually using your suit or other gear. Just spray it and wherever it makes contact, it will 
begin to immediately kill the bacteria and fi lls the air with the luscious aroma of real 
lemon juice.

Lemon GrenAIDE SPRAY™, for those times you just can’t wash your suit but you want to 
wear it anyway.

SEASOFT LEMON GRENAIDE™

SEASOFT LEMON GRENAIDE SPRAY™

Part #:  003-005 SEASOFT Lemon GrenAIDE™ 8 oz.
 003-006 SEASOFT Lemon GrenAIDE™ 32 oz.
 003-013 SEASOFT Lemon GrenAIDE™ One Gallon

Part #:  003-020 SEASOFT Lemon GranAIDE SPRAY™ 8oz.
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BOOTIES

Military, professional, and recreational divers consider SEASOFT’s SUNRAY™ 
(3 mm) and Ti STEALTH™ (6 mm) Booties to be the very best. As one online 
review said, “SEASOFT does everything right!” There are three main reasons 
why SEASOFT Booties are so “right”:

1. Hard Soles: Soft-soled dive booties require the foot to flex continuously 
inside the foot pocket of the fin. This motion forces the small muscles of the 
foot to start and finish every kick. This inevitably causes these small muscles 
to cramp. Divers think this is the price you pay to dive or snorkel. It’s not!

SEASOFT is the ONLY company that has developed a hard, athletic sole for 
their boots. This athletic boot thus bypasses the small muscles of the feet. 
Now the eff ort goes directly to the large leg muscles for faster and more 
effi  cient motion.

2. Athletic Design: Divers can easily carry over a hundred pounds of gear. 
Should you wear bedroom slippers OR athletic footwear? Athletic footwear, 
of course! 

The elevated heel and orthotics, located underneath the sole of your 
SEASOFT Booties, creates stability, balance, and comfort. The elevated 
heel gives you the ability to safely carry your gear on sand, rocks, lava, wet 
docks, and pitching boat decks. The orthotics provide stability and support 
for the foot and ankle.

Others LOOK athletic on the outside, but are not where it counts – on the inside. 
If the heel is not raised and there are no orthotics, it’s just a bedroom slipper!

3. The best Materials and Design: SEASOFT Booties are warm and 
comfortable! NO corners are cut. Where other companies use cheap, 
thin neoprene for the sole, we use expensive, thick neoprene, for extra 
comfort. SEASOFT Booties utilize the highest quality neoprene, a quality fin 
guard, and a zipper-keeper. SEASOFT Ti STEALTH™ Booties have 2 layers of 
Titanium Flake Foil Technology™ for heat retention. The SEASOFT SUNRAY™ 
Booties have Glideskin™ for maximum comfort and ease of use.

So join the U.S. Military, police, sheriff and fire departments and tens of 
thousands of other divers in discovering just how fast, warm, comfortable, 
safe and effective you can be in SEASOFT Booties!

SEASOFT SUNRAY™ BOOTIES

SEASOFT Ti STEALTH™ BOOTIES

Part #:  104-30X – SEASOFT SUNRAY™ Half Top 3 mm Booties  Men’s Sizes 4-14
 104-60X – SEASOFT Ti STEALTH™ Full Top 6 mm Booties Men’s Sizes 4-15

SEASOFT SUNRAY™ and Ti STEALTH™ Booties

™
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BOOTIES

“I am a combat Strike Eagle pilot of 34 years…They started stuffing pairs of 
SEASOFT Ti STEALTH™ Booties in the survival vest I trained with… we had a 17 day long ordeal in a 
nasty saltwater marsh environment of run, hide and wait for an extraction.

The ONLY thing on my entire body that came out “OK” after that extreme wet and prolonged 
exposure was my feet and I was wearing a pair of SEASOFT Ti STEALTH™ Booties the entire time… I 
am TOTALLY sold on these booties at any price.”

Donny H. via a SEASOFT Authorized Dealer

“This bootie (the SEASOFT Ti STEALTH™) does everything right.”

www.scubagearreports.com

™
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MASK ACCESSORIES

SEASOFT CLAM SHELL™ MASK STRAP

SEASOFT SEA-DIAL™ MASK STRAP

SEASOFT SEAVUE™

There are a few key ingredients that go into an anti-fog spray or gel. Some of 
them are expensive and some are relatively inexpensive. You can guess which 
ones a lot of companies cut back on. We want you to know that we never cut back 
on anything and you can count on us to manufacture a product the right way.

Most anti-fogs are 50-60% water, you can guess why! SEASOFT’s SEAVUE™ 
Anti-fog is only 33% water, with more of the active ingredients that will keep 
your mask fog-free.

SEASOFT SEAVUE™ is the ONLY anti-fog engineered for ARC™ (Anti-reflective 
coatings™) on higher quality scuba masks. We are confident that you will find 
SEASOFT’s SEAVUE™ Anti-fog spray performs as promised.

Spray it on and do NOT wipe or rinse off, for fog free diving! If it does not perform 
as you think it should, return it and we will give you 2X the credit toward another 
product. Simple as that.

The SEASOFT SEA-DIAL™ Mask Strap is a breakthrough in mask strap design. 
It ensures the perfect fi t, the perfect tension, and the perfect angle. This is 
the future in mask straps. 

The SEASOFT SEA-DIAL™ has a dial at the back that allows you, even with 
thick gloves, to tighten or loosen your mask strap in 1/4” increments. This 
is unlike a typical mask strap where you are trying to fi nd those small ends 
and usually pull the strap too tight or not tight enough. With the SEASOFT 
SEA-DIAL™ you always have the perfect fi t, resulting in the most comfortable 
dive you have ever had. Installation is a cinch, simply replace your current 
mask strap with the SEASOFT SEA-DIAL™ Mask Strap.

From Bruce Justinen, President of SEASOFT SCUBA: “If you use the SEASOFT 
SEA-DIAL™ just once, you will dive with one for the rest of your life. It allows 
the mask to “seat” perfectly, straight on your face, giving you the ideal fit. It 
allows for perfect tension and fit, but most of all, comfort.”

The SEASOFT SEA-DIAL™ is the best mask strap that money can buy. Don’t 
take our word for it, try it yourself, you’ll fi nd it is worth every penny. Also 
available in a COMBO Pack with a 2 oz. SEAVUE™ for added value.

SEASOFT SEAVUE™ Anti-fog Spray

SEASOFT SEA-DIAL™ Mask StrapPart #: 501-801 SEASOFT SEAVUE™ 2 oz. 
 501-804 SEASOFT SEAVUE™ 4 oz. 
 501-805 SEASOFT SEAVUE™ 12 oz.

Part #: 501-905 SEASOFT SEA DIAL™ – Clear Strap
 501-906 SEASOFT SEA DIAL™ – Black Strap

SEASOFT SEAVUE™

™
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ABSI-LUBE
SEABEE

Part #:  003-001  SEASOFT ABSI-LUBE™ 1.5 oz. Tube
  003-003  SEASOFT ABSI-LUBE™ 4 oz. Tub

All silicone grease is not created equal. Silicone grease is a combination of 
silicone oil (polydimethylsiloxane) and a thickener. The best thickener is 
Amorphous Fumed Silica. When it is mixed in the right proportions with 
NO other inexpensive additives thrown in, you get pure silicone grease. 
Amorphous Fumed Silica is the only correct thickener because it is a catalyst 
for absorption. We want the silicone oil to be absorbed into our O-rings, etc. 
Amorphous Fumed Silica does the best job of assisting in this process. Other, 
less expensive thickeners, are used by most other silicone greases, but are 
simply not as eff ective.

SEASOFT’s ABSI-LUBE™ Pure Silicone Grease is engineered and manufactured 
to these high standards. It is the same pure silicone grease used by NASA and 
other space programs where high quality, pure silicone grease is required. 
SEASOFT ABSI-LUBE™ is a high quality food grade silicone.

ABSI-LUBE™ Pure Silicone Grease is perfect for O-ring lubrication and 
protection, diving regulator re-builds and servicing, high-quality camera 
equipment, and anywhere a high quality silicone lubricant is needed. It is 
important for camera gear to have silicone grease that is of superior quality. 
The O-rings and other sensitive parts need to be able to absorb the grease 
for longevity and protection.

SEASOFT ABSI-LUBE™ also acts as a corrosion-inhibitor, and can be used on 
both rubber and stainless steel parts. 

SEASOFT’s ABSI-LUBE™ Pure Silicone Grease is also the only silicone grease 
recommended for lubricating the TI-ZIP Super Seal™ zipper found on SEASOFT’s 
Drysuits. SEASOFT ABSI-LUBE™ is the best silicone grease you can purchase and 
use today. Do not settle for a grease that is of lesser quality. Why should you?

Tip from Bruce Justinen, President of SEASOFT SCUBA, “Pure Silicone Grease 
is absorbed and you can tell by putting a tiny dab on your palm and rubbing it 
between your hands like hand lotion. It will be gone in 10-15 minutes. But  a poor 
quality silicone grease will have a ‘crisco’ greasy 
feeling and take far longer to absorb.”

SEASOFT ABSI-LUBE™
Pure Silicone Grease

You have choices for waxing your brass and outdoor gear zippers.

1. Paraffi  n wax – a petroleum based wax that has no lubricants because the 
oils have been removed. It’s brittle and a poor lubricant, especially when cold 
because it fl akes and loses its lubricating properties when temperatures drop.

2. Synthetic wax lubricants – a mixture of paraffi  n, oils and fi llers. Synthetic 
waxes are much softer and pick up sand and other debris; these threaten the 
integrity of your zipper.

3. Beeswax from Mother Nature – Beeswax contains natural oils that make 
opening and closing any zipper easy. It protects the zipper in ways other 
lubricants simply can’t. Beeswax is made of three components. The fi rst 
is palmitate, an ester of palmitic acid, related to palm oil. The second is 
palmitoleate, another ester of palmitoleic acid (oil). The third is oleate esters, a 
fatty acid and excellent lubricant. All these components help to lubricant. All 
these components help to lubricate and protect your zipper.

SEASOFT’s SEABEE™ Natural Beeswax Zipper Lube is full of Mother 
Nature’s lubricating bounty and you can use it knowing that Mother 
Nature is never wrong.

A Message from Bruce Justinen, President of SEASOFT SCUBA: “Back in the 80’s 
and 90’s we all used beeswax to lubricate our drysuit zippers and other outdoor 
gear. It just lubricated better and protected out zippers for longer life. We soff ed 
at paraffi  n wax and still don’t recommend it. Bruce Tip: In cold temperatures, 
hold your SEABEE™ in your fi st for 30-60 seconds. This softens the wax to perfectly 
lubricate your zipper.”

Nature has provided the perfect lubricant that contains natural oils produced 
by bees to protect and lubricate your zipper. Bees fl y 150,000 miles just to 
produce 1 lb. of beeswax and SEABEE™ Natural Beeswax Zipper Lube is the 
perfect zipper lubricant resulting from all that work!

SEASOFT SEABEE™ Zipper Wax

Part #:  003-008 SEASOFT SEABEE™  – 2 X 1 oz. wax discs (Total 2 oz.)  

™
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SUPER  MASKS
     All SEASOFT Super Masks feature Crystal ARC™ and ULTRA CLEAR HGG GLASS™ lenses with 
    98% light transmission (98% of the available light actually reaches your eyes) vs. 84% from a typical dive 
mask. The clarity of SEASOFT’s Super Masks is truly remarkable, because the lens coatings drastically reduce glare and results in an astonishing 
view. These coatings are called Crystal ARC™, (Anti-Reflective Coatings) which are micro thin layers of metal oxides that reduce the light reflected 
away from the lenses. This is important because what we see is carried by light. The more light entering the mask, the more we see. This is 
especially true in low light, night diving, and in low viz dives.

All of SEASOFT’s Super Masks have HGG Glass™ lenses for unsurpassed vision, which assists greatly in low viz situations. Impurities, especially 
iron, gives glass its “green” tint. SEASOFT uses a glass made from a North African sand known for its low iron content. When you eliminate the 
impurities, you reduce the reflective properties of the glass.

SEASOFT Super Masks

Part #:  Skirt  Trim Color Frame
501-414 Black Blue Chrome Black
501-714  COMBO PACK (with SEAGARD™ Snorkel)

Part #:  Skirt  Trim Color Frame
501-408 Black Red Chrome Black
501-708 COMBO PACK (with SEAGARD™ Snorkel) 

Part #:  Skirt  Trim Color Frame
501-410 Black Black  Black
501-710  COMBO PACK (with SEAGARD™ Snorkel)

Part #:  Skirt  Trim Color Frame
501-401 Black Silver Chrome Black
501-701 COMBO PACK (with SEAGARD™ Snorkel)

™
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In a normal dive mask with “fl oat” glass and without Crystal ARC™ lenses, approximately 
17% more light reaches your eyes. You will notice that kind of diff erence! It is like reading a book in a dimly 
lit room and someone turns on a light. What a diff erence! You don’t notice it until that light comes on, but when it does, wow!

SEASOFT Super Masks come with a beautiful soft, padded mask case with a pocket that includes a bottle of our SEAVUE™ Anti-fog Spray. This is the 
only anti-fog specifi cally engineered for Anti-Refl ective Coated™ lenses. Each SEASOFT Super Mask is equipped with our revolutionary SEASOFT
SEA-DIAL™ ratcheting mask strap (see pg. 12).

All SEASOFT Super Masks include SEASOFT’s exclusive LIFETIME BREAKAGE WARRANTY (see pg. 31). If you ever break your Super Mask, (even the 
lens) you can receive a new one. Just send in the broken one, pay for shipping and handling, and a NEW MASK is sent to you, simple as that. It really is 
a Super Mask!

SUPER MASKS

The SEASOFT VISIONMASTER™ Super Mask is our top of the line two-lens SUPER Mask. 
Its clear vision, clarity, and sharpness are truly remarkable. The multiple metallic oxide 
coatings on the ULTRA CLEAR HGG™ glass lenses virtually allows all available light 
to reach your eyes, and the resulting in an amazing view. The more challenging the 
visibility, the more you will love this mask!

The FITZ™ full-liquid crystal silicone design, that fi ts almost any size of face, delivers 
an unsurpassed, comfortable, watertight fi t. The SEASOFT VISIONMASTER™ Super 
Masks are our most aesthetically striking masks and the color combinations are truly 
breathtaking. The SEASOFT VISIONMASTER™ Super Mask colors match those of the 
SEASOFT SEAGARD™ Snorkels (see pg. 17) and can be purchased in a combo pack for 
even more value! The performance matches the appearance!

 Your SEASOFT VISIONMASTER™ Super Mask Includes:

Part #:  Skirt  Trim Color Frame
501-407 Clear Pink  Pink
501-707 COMBO PACK (with SEAGARD™ Snorkel)

Part #:  Skirt  Trim Color Frame
501-404 Clear Translucent Blue Clear
501-704 COMBO PACK (with SEAGARD™ Snorkel)

Part #:  Skirt  Trim Color Frame
501-405 Clear Neon Yellow Clear
501-705 COMBO PACK (with SEAGARD™ Snorkel)• SEASOFT soft, padded mask case     • SEASOFT SEA-DIAL™ MASK STRAP

• SEASOFT SEAVUE™ 2 oz. Anti-fog Spray      • SEASOFT’s LIFETIME BREAKAGE WARRANTY!

™

™
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SUPER MASKS

SEASOFT ULTRA DIVE™ 

SEASOFT DELUXE MASK CASE™ 

The SEASOFT ULTRA DIVE™ Super Mask is our top of the line single lens 
SUPER Mask. This “frameless” mask features a Crystal ARC™ and ULTRA 
CLEAR HGG™ glass lens that allows 98% of the available light to reach 
your eyes. This is approximately 17% more than a typical dive mask. The 
multiple metallic oxide coatings on the lens, similar to those found on 
rifl e scopes and camera lenses, virtually eliminate glare and results in 
superb vision.

For divers who dive with limited visibility, the SEASOFT ULTRA DIVE™ 
Super Mask gives you the most visual clarity, and the largest fi eld of view 
possible, in the most adverse conditions.

The FITZ™ full-liquid crystal silicone design fi ts almost any size of face 
and delivers an unsurpassed, comfortable, watertight fi t. Why not dive 
with the best, clearest, vision possible?

The SEASOFT DELTA FORCE™ Super Mask is an extremely lightweight, “frameless,” single 
lens mask design, that is coveted and used by the U.S. military and other elite armed forces
around the world. 

Like the best rifl e scopes, the lenses of the SEASOFT DELTA FORCE™ Super Masks are manufactured with ULTRA CLEAR HGG™ glass and CRYSTAL ARC™ 
metal oxide coatings for unsurpassed optical clarity even in the most challenging visibility. Say you were out hunting or taking pictures of big whitetail 
deer. It is was a beautiful autumn morning, the skies are clear, and there is a big buck silhouetted a stones throw away from you. In this situation you can 
use virtually any rifl e scope or telephoto lens, it’ll do the job. But, if it were early in the morning, at fi rst light, with a rolling fog and a swirling mist, you 
really would want the best, right? 

Well, when you night dive or you have that dive with terrible viz, you are going to be blown away by how well you 
can still see in your DELTA FORCE™ Super Mask. Is it worth the money? In those conditions - worth every penny!

The comfy FITZ™ full-liquid crystal silicone design, that fi ts medium large to wide faces, delivers an unsurpassed
comfortable, watertight fi t. 

Part #: 501-001 SEASOFT ULTRA DIVE™ Black/Black        
 501-008 SEASOFT ULTRA DIVE™  Black/Red
 501-005 SEASOFT ULTRA DIVE™ Clear/Yellow      
 501-004 SEASOFT ULTRA DIVE™ Clear/Sky Blue

Part #: 501-301 SEASOFT DELTA FORCE™ All Black   
 501-302 SEASOFT DELTA FORCE™ All Clear

SEASOFT DELTA FORCE™ 

The SEASOFT ULTRA DIVE™ Super Mask is our top of the line sin

™
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SUPER MASKS 
SNORKELS

The SEASOFT SEAGARD™ Snorkel is a semi-dry snorkel loaded with a great array 
of popular features. The internal baffle system is designed to prevent the entry of 
water into the elliptically shaped barrel. A quick release snorkel keeper allows the 
diver to separate the SEASOFT SEAGARD™ Snorkel from the mask with the push of a 
button for easy, quick storage.

What really sets the SEASOFT SEAGARD™ apart from most other snorkels is how 
easy it is to clear. Gone are the days where you need a full lung of air to “blow” the 
barrel free of water. The elliptically shaped barrel of the SEASOFT SEAGARD™, simply 
does not hold a large volume of water, and rarely fills with water. So, a small amount 
of exhaled air is typically all that is needed to clear it. 

The SEASOFT SEAGARD™ Snorkel is lightweight, easy breathing, EASY to clear, and 
has low drag. It comes with its own FREE mesh bag with a draw-string closure. Did 
we mention that it really look great?

The SEASOFT SEAGARD™ Snorkel is covered by SEASOFT’s exclusive LIFETIME 
BREAKAGE WARRANTY (see pg. 31). The SEASOFT SEAGARD™ Snorkel colors match 
the SEASOFT VISIONMASTER™ Super Mask colors exactly (see pg. 14-15)! They can be 
purchased together in a money saving Combo Pack!

A message from Bruce Justinen, President of SEASOFT SCUBA: 
“I have personally tested SEASOFT’s snorkels in the open water and they
will NOT disappoint you! If your SEASOFT snorkel does not meet your 
expectations after a couple of dives, return it for another SEASOFT product. 
I am confident that you will be thrilled with your SEASOFT snorkel.”

The SEASOFT MATRIX™ Snorkel provides a combination of all that is to be desired in a 
snorkel. The SEASOFT MATRIX™ Snorkel features a design that is lightweight, low drag, and 
provides EASY breathing and clearing. It also incliudes a Super Liquid Silicone™ tube and 
mouthpiece combination and has an amazing patented snorkel keeper.

The SEASOFT MATRIX™ Snorkel comes with its own mesh bag with a draw-string enclosure 
and is covered by SEASOFT’s exclusive LIFETIME BREAKAGE WARRANTY (see pg. 31)!

Part #: 601-204 SEASOFT SEAGARD™ Clear/Translucent Blue and Black
 601-205 SEASOFT SEAGARD™ Clear/Neon Yellow and Black
 601-206 SEASOFT SEAGARD™ Black and Silver Chrome  
 601-207 SEASOFT SEAGARD™ Clear/Pink and Silver Chrome 
 601-208 SEASOFT SEAGARD™ Black and Red Chrome
 601-211 SEASOFT SEAGARD™ Military – All Black 
 601-214 SEASOFT SEAGARD™ Black and Blue Chrome

Part #: 601-102 SEASOFT MATRIX™ All Clear  
 601-104 SEASOFT MATRIX™ Translucent Blue

a 
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SEASOFT SEAGARD™ 

SEASOFT MATRIX™ 

™
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GLOVES
     Why do SEASOFT Gloves last up to 3 times longer than others? The answer is simple,
   we look at gloves diff erently than others. We obsess over details!
• Unique patterns   • High quality neoprene    • Extra KEVLAR™
• Drysuit glue   • Strategic types of neoprene   • No palm seams
• Stronger thread   • QUAD™ Reinforcing of the wrist straps  • Rubber GRIP STRIPS™

The SEASOFT EDGE™ series of gloves have a thinner index fi nger and thumb than the rest of the glove. Photographers, 
underwater hunters, and anyone looking for more dexterity and comfort, will love the series of SEASOFT EDGE™ gloves.

The SEASOFT Ti  EDGE™ gloves are made of DINA-HIDE™ covered, high quality, 5 mm neoprene, with a 3 mm index fi nger 
and thumb (5mm/3mm). The DINA-HIDE™ palm surface off ers superior dexterity and feel. The SEASOFT Ti PRO EDGE™ 
gloves with KEVLAR™, cover 70% of the surface area and provide the toughest palm surface available. The SEASOFT Ti PRO 
EDGE™ gloves are available in 5mm/3mm or 3mm/1.5mm versions. The SEASOFT EDGE™ series of gloves is the ONLY glove 
line that incorporates a thicker glove with a thinner index fi nger and thumb. This exclusive design off ers the greatest overall 
warmth combined with optimal feel and dexterity! 

The SEASOFT EDGE™ glove series are designed with pre-curved fi ngers, the warmest materials, Titanium Flake Foil 
Technology™ for heat retention, and up to 60% fewer seams than other gloves. The SEASOFT EDGE™ glove series refl ects our 
commitment to innovation and quality!

Part #:  103-53X – SEASOFT TI EDGE™ 5 mm DINA-HIDE™ Gloves 3 mm Index Finger and Thumb
 103-03X – SEASOFT TI PRO EDGE™ 3 mm KEVLAR™ Gloves with 1.5 mm Index Finger and Thumb
 103-05X – SEASOFT TI PRO EDGE™ 5 mm KEVLAR™ Gloves with 3 mm Index Finger and Thumb

Part #:   103-03X – SEASOFT Ti PRO™ 3 mm KEVLAR™ Gloves 
 103-05X – SEASOFT Ti PRO™ 5 mm KEVLAR™ Gloves

For 14 years, the SEASOFT Ti PRO™ gloves have built a legendary following. The SEASOFT Ti PRO™ gloves use a snug 
fi tting, comfortable pattern, with pre-curved, boxed fi ngers, to achieve a perfect fi t.

More than 75% of the surface area of the SEASOFT Ti PRO™ glove is covered in KEVLAR™, far more than any 
competitor’s glove. This includes the fi ngertips, the entire front of the glove, (from fi nger tips to the end of the cuff ) 
both sides, and the entire thumb. This is the toughest, longest-lasting, and most durable glove anywhere.

The SEASOFT Ti PRO™ gloves are engineered with two layers of heat-refl ecting Titanium Flake Foil Technology™ and 
a high quality, medium-density neoprene, for superior warmth. The SEASOFT Ti PRO™ gloves incorporate drysuit 
glue to ensure seam integrity. The wrist straps are QUAD™ reinforced, with extra backing inside the glove to ensure 
strap integrity. NO ONE else does this!

Prized by commercial, military, and serious divers around the world. They not only want a warm, tough glove, but 
HAVE  to have one. The SEASOFT Ti PRO™ glove is simply the best KEVLAR™ glove available today!

SEASOFT Gloves

SEASOFT Ti EDGE™ and Ti PRO EDGE™ Gloves

SEASOFT Ti PRO™ Gloves

SEASOFT Ti PRO™ 

SEASOFT Ti PRO EDGE™ 

™
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GLOVES
Customers love SEASOFT gloves because more goes into them.
We put more into  how we engineer, test, and research our gloves to ensure that they
are the highest of quality. We are motivated to use better materials to give the customer a glove 
that is not only warmer and more comfortable, but is an incredible value. Part of that value is a glove that simply 
lasts LONGER! That’s a SEASOFT glove!

We’ve been making gloves for a long time. We took everything we know and put it into the SEASOFT STEALTH™ gloves! 
Incredibly comfortable, the SEASOFT STEALTH3™ and STEALTH5™ gloves glide onto your hand. They are made from 
SUPERSTRETCH™ neoprene that is so unbelievably fl exible, and fi ts so good, there is virtually no room for water to enter. 
This means your hands stay warmer than other gloves.

We covered the SEASOFT STEALTH3™ and STEALTH5™ with super abrasion-resistant DINA-HIDE™. These gloves incorporate 
drysuit glue to ensure seam integrity. The wrist straps are QUAD™ reinforced, with extra backing inside the glove to ensure 
strap integrity. We added rubber GRIP STRIPS™ to give you an amazing grip! These are the warmest and most comfortable 
gloves we have ever made. AND, they’re available in sizes 3XS to 3XL. Glide into a pair before your next dive!

Part #:  103-39X – SEASOFT STEALTH3™ 3 mm DINA-HIDE™ Gloves
 103-59X – SEASOFT STEALTH5™ 5 mm DINA-HIDE™ Gloves

Part #:  103-15X – SEASOFT SEASKYN™ 1.5 Warm Water Gloves

Part #:  103-32X – SEASOFT HUNTER™ 3/2/1 mm Glove 
 103-21X – SEASOFT HUNTER™ 2/1.5/1 mm Glove

Another innovation from SEASOFT SCUBA, the ingenious SEASOFT HUNTER™ gloves are treasured by divers 
for their unique purpose. Whether you are a spear-fi shing champion or a beginning photographer, this is the 
perfect glove for you! You need a glove that protects your hands, keeps you warm, and doesn’t get in the way 
of that perfect shot when milliseconds count. The SEASOFT HUNTER™ gloves defi nitely delivers.

The entire front surface of the glove is KEVLAR™ except for the 1 mm DINA-HIDE™ trigger/shutter fi nger. So 
your shot is never compromised by thick, squishy neoprene or the slippery surfaces found on other gloves. 
The back and sides are made from tough DINA-HIDE™ so SEASOFT HUNTER™ gloves are designed to last. The 
SEASOFT HUNTER™ gloves have QUAD™ reinforced wrist straps, reinforced seams, a short gauntlet design and 
are so incredibly comfortable. There are TWO SEASOFT HUNTER™ gloves: 1. The 3/2/1 
have a 3 mm DINA-HIDE™ back, 2 mm KEVLAR™ front and 1 mm DINA-HIDE™ 
trigger fi nger. 2. The 2/1.5/1 have a 2 mm DINA-HIDE™ back, a 1.5 mm 
KEVLAR™ front and 1 mm DINA-HIDE™ trigger fi nger.

SEASOFT SEASKYN™ warm water gloves completely protect your hands, while giving you a snug and comfortable fi t. 
The SEASOFT SEASKYN™ gloves have GRIP STRIPS™ that give you a solid grip when you’re holding a dive ladder, camera, 
or anything else. They are made of a soft and fl exible 1.5 mm medium-density neoprene. So if you require a thinner glove 
that provides protection, comfort, warmth, and a steady grip, there is NO better glove than the SEASOFT SEASKYN™! 

SEASOFT STEALTH3™ and STEALTH5™ Gloves

SEASOFT HUNTER™ Gloves 

SEASOFT SEASKYN™ Gloves

SEASOFT SEASKYN™ 

SEASOFT STEALTH™ 

SEASOFT HUNTER™ 

™
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HOODS

• The warmest, most comfortable hood!
• Compressed neoprene in the back, 3 panels, for MAXIMUM warmth.
• No seam in the middle of the chin, instead a SuperStretch™ panel! 
• 2 pinholes with neoprene baffle for “air escape” in hood crown.
• Designed to get more comfortable with every dive!
• “Skin-in” around face to create a seal and provide extra warmth.
• Drysuit hoods have “skin-in” around neck to seal with drysuit neck
  seal and minimize water movement.
• “SEASOFT  Ti Pro 6 mm Drysuit Hood with Zipper” uses a #10 size
  zipper and a neoprene gusset for longevity and warmth.
• 3 mm hood is claimed by many divers to be as warm as other 
  company’s 5 and 6 mm hoods.
• Sizes XS-2XL

SEASOFT has discovered a unique way to stay warm and comfortable in varying water 
temperatures. The president of SEASOFT SCUBA, Bruce Justinen, “I have found that 
when I wear my SEASOFT 3 mm SEA3™ beanie under my SEASOFT 3 mm Ti PRO™ hood, I 
am not only incredibly warm, but also really, really comfortable. Doing this, I now have a 
beanie for warm water/travel and a 3 mm hood for when the water heats up in summer. 
This way, I end up with 3 hoods for the price of one! I think you, like me, will love the 
versatility, warmth, and comfort of our SEASOFT 3 + 3 Combo Packs.”

      Most outdoor enthusiasts understand, that in a cold environment, you lose a 
     majority of heat through the head. Yet, often the hoods that divers use, are made of cheap 
    neoprene with a seam down the middle of the chin. 

SEASOFT uses compressed neoprene, in the 3 back panels, for unsurpassed warmth. SEASOFT hoods do NOT lose their thermal protection at depth. 
They keep you warm and toasty at any depth, yet they are still comfortable and easy to take on and off . 

SEASOFT Ti PRO™ 3 mm and 
6 mm Drysuit and Wetsuit Hoods

SEASOFT 3 + 3 COMBO PACK

SEASOFT Hoods

SEASOFT Ti PRO™ DRYSUIT HOOD

SEASOFT Ti PRO™ WETSUIT HOOD

Part #:  002-30X – SEASOFT 3 mm Ti PRO™ Drysuit Hood
 002-60X – SEASOFT 6 mm Ti PRO™ Drysuit Hood
 002-60X – SEASOFT 6 mm Ti PRO™ Drysuit Hood with #10 Zipper
 102-30X – SEASOFT 3 mm Ti PRO™ Wetsuit Hood
 102-60X – SEASOFT 6 mm Ti PRO™ Wetsuit Hood

Part #:  002-36X – SEASOFT SEA3™ 3 mm BEANIE™ and 3 mm Ti PRO™ Wetsuit Hood
 102-36X – SEASOFT SEA3™ 3 mm BEANIE™ and 3 mm Ti PRO™ Drysuit Hood

™
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All SEASOFT hoods are designed and manufactured without seams in the middle of the chin. 
Having a seam down the middle of the chin causes discomfort and jaw fatigue. Others build hoods 
with this seam because it’s simply less expensive. 

In order to keep costs low, other companties only use 1 to 2 types of neoprene to make a hood. SEASOFT uses at least 4 to 5 diff erent types of neoprene 
to make its hoods, because each part of the hood is performing a diff erent function. Your hood should keep you warm AND comfortable! ALL SEASOFT 
hoods have 2 layers of heat-refl ecting Titanium Flake Foil Technology™ for extra warmth.

When you need just a bit of warmth or protection and you’re looking for 
a great beanie, well, you should consider the SEASOFT SEA3™ Beanie. The 
SEASOFT SEA3™ is warmer than others because it is built of 3 mm high 
quality neoprene. Most beanies are 2mm thick and some are even 1.5 
mm thick so if you are looking for a beanie that is not just going to “blow 
away” after a few uses, then you want a SEASOFT SEA3™. With better 
materials and workmanship your SEASOFT SEA3™ Beanie is going to last!

One of the other great features is the one-piece NO VELCRO™ strap. By 
using high quality neoprene with great memory we are able to build a 
one-piece strap that stretches (yet doesn’t stretch out) to fit your chin and 
will always be snug. This is so much more comfortable than a VELCRO™ 
chin strap that will chafe and irritate. The SEASOFT SEA3™ also has a 
PLUSH™ lining. This lining provides an elegant, soft, comfortable place to 
spoil your head while wearing the best beanie available today.

The SEASOFT SEA3™ is substantial, of better quality, more comfortable 
and costs about the same as the other thinner beanies, you will NOT be 
disappointed! Available in sizes XS-2XL.

The SEASOFT PRO M-3™ and PRO M-6™ Full-face mask hoods 
are our commercial drysuit hoods designed to be worn with 
a full-face mask. These hoods are manufactured with a rim 
around the face, made of a special type of neoprene. This 
neoprene is engineered with “skin” on the inside and outside 
with a layer of tough nylon in between. The inside “skin” allows 
the hood to seal to your face, while the outside “skin” seals to 
the full-face mask to keep water out. The tough nylon layer in 
between ensures the integrity and strength of the hood.

The three back panels are of compressed neoprene to provide 
you with full thermal protection as you descend. You don’t 
want your hood getting thinner as the water is getting colder.

There are no seams down the middle of the chin, which 
prevents the #1 cause of jaw fatigue. We’ve added two layers 
of heat-reflecting Titanium Flake Foil Technology™ for added 
heat retention and warmth. There are two small air holes at the 
top of the hood with a built-in baffle system to purge excess 
air from inside your hood. This also prevents cold water from 
entering your hood.

The SEASOFT PRO M™ line of full-face mask hoods are made 
in the U.S.A. and are the perfect commercial hood for the dive 
professional. When you try this hood, you will say it is the most 
comfortable and warmest hood you have ever worn! 

SEASOFT SEA3™ Beanies
SEASOFT PRO M-3™ and 
PRO M-6™ Full-Face Mask Hoods

SEASOFT SEA3™ BEANIE

SEASOFT PRO M-6™ COMMERCIAL HOOD

Part #:  102-33X – SEASOFT SEA3™ 3 mm BEANIE with Plush Lining

Part #:  002-03X – SEASOFT PRO M-3™ 3 mm Drysuit Hood for Full-Face Masks
 002-06X – SEASOFT PRO M-6™ 6 mm Drysuit Hood for Full-Face Masks

SEASOF

SEASOFT PRO M

HOODS
BEANIES
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If you dive a Back-plate and Wing AND you need weight pockets, these should be your 
only choice!

The 3 sizes of SEASOFT QUIKDITCH™ Weight Pockets, which hold up to 15, 20, or 30 
lbs. in each pocket. They can be mounted on any 2” webbing; your weights go in the 
top of the SEASOFT QUIKDITCH™ Pockets and ditch from the bottom by pulling the 
handle down. An ingenious side release buckle is utilized to release your weights in an 
emergency. Each pocket has grommet holes to secure a knife without interfering with 
the ditching mechanism. If you need pockets for your Back-Plate and Wings, nothing 
beats the SEASOFT QUIKDITCH™ Weight Pickets!

SEAWOLF
POCKETS

SEASOFT QUIKDITCH40™ 
WEIGHT POCKETS

SEASOFT QUIKDITCH60™, QUIKDITCH40 ™ 
AND QUIKDITCH30™ WEIGHT POCKETS

Part #:  401-607 SEASOFT QUIKDITCH60™ WEIGHT POCKETS (pair) holds up to 30 lbs. in each pocket.
 401-608 SEASOFT QUIKDITCH40™ WEIGHT POCKETS (pair) holds up to 20 lbs. in each pocket.
 401- 609 SEASOFT QUIKDITCH30™ WEIGHT POCKETS (pair) holds up to 15 lbs. in each pocket.

The SEASOFT SEAWOLF™ Weight Harness if designed for divers who need a large amount of weight to
attain neutral buoyancy OR have problems wearing a conventional weight belt. There are now 3 sizes
of SEASOFT SEAWOLF™ Weight Harnesses.

The release mechanisms on the ditchable pockets are safe and easy to use and are virtually impossible to 
accidentally ditch. Sand and other debris cannot foul up the release mechanism and all you have to do it 
pull the handles straight down to release your weights. NO one makes a more adjustable, comfortable 
weight harness, so the SEAWOLF™ will fit perfectly. The weight pockets slide along the adjustable waist 
belt and the height is adjustable as well, both in front and back.

Part #: 201-903 SEASOFT SEAWOLF60™ Weight Harness – holds up to 60 lbs.; for the hardcore commercial diver.

Part #: 201-904 SEASOFT SEAWOLF40™ Weight Harness – holds up to 40 lbs.

Part #: 201-905 SEASOFT SEAWOLF30™ Weight Harness – holds up to 30 lbs.

Two ditchable pockets now hold your soft weights (recommended) and up to 4 non-ditchable trim pockets (Part #:201-004) can be added to attain a 
harness that will hold up to 80 lbs. of soft weights. Comfort, durability and the perfect fit– if you need a weight harness, this is it!

IMPORTANT: It is important to receive proper training in achieving neutral buoyancy. Death or injury could occur if you are not properly trained.

SEASOFT SEAWOLF60™, SEAWOLF40™ 
AND SEAWOLF30™ Weight Harnesses

SEASOFT SEAWOLF30™

™
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DIVING VESTS
 BAILOUT

SEASOFT BAILOUT™

SEASOFT QUIKPAK™

SEASOFT FREE™

When using a surface supplied air system a diver needs to have an alternative 
air source. The SEASOFT BAILOUT SYSTEM™ is a minimally intrusive harness 
designed to hold almost any size of pony bottle with a fi rst and second stage 
regulator system. The harness comes with one tank strap and another tank strap is 
optional. A valve strap is also included to keep cylinder movement to a minimum. 
The harness is adjustable on all planes for a comfortable and personal fi t. All 
connecting points are either stainless steel or ACETAL™ Military grade reinforced 
plastic and it can break away with minimal eff ort in an emergency. Divers will fi nd 
the BAILOUT™ to be a safe partner to use everyday.

The SEASOFT QUIKPAK™ holds almost any size pony cylinder an has a ditchable weight pocket that holds up to 18 lbs. of weight. 
The weight can be ditched by completely pulling on the YELLOW ripcord found on the right shoulder. Perfect for:

• Pool maintenance, inspections and repair  • Utilized as an emergency bailout system
• A DISCOVER SCUBA ensemble   • Boat repairs
• Shallow water Search and Rescue  • Shallow water diving vest

Since there is NO buoyancy bladder, the SEASOFT QUIKPAK™ is designed for shallow water situations only. 

WARNING:  If used in water deeper than your head, you must be tethered to a line to the surface with someone acting as a tender. 
Make sure there is no danger of entanglement. Failure to follow these instructions could lead to injury or even death.

The SEASOFT FREE™ diving vest was developed to liberate you from wearing a weight belt while “free diving”. The SEASOFT 
FREE™ holds up to 40 lbs. of weight in a compartment located on the back. A moveable inner dam keeps the weights from 
moving around; with the thick lumbar support, the comfort is incredible.

There are 2 D-rings on the waist and on the upper right side for attacing accessories and a fl oat or surfact line. IN an 
emergency, completely pull out the YELLOW ripcord located on the right shoulder to ditch the weights out of the bottom of 
the weight compartment.

If you want to be free from discomfort, sore hips and you wnt to almost forget you are wearing weights, the SEASOFT FREE™ 
is for you. You must be trained to free dive and you msut wear fi nds at all times and be able to attain positive buoyancy by 
ditching your weights. You msut avoid situations where entanglement is even a possibility. You could be injured or even die if 
you fail to follow these instructions.

SEASOFT BAILOUT™ 
Surface Support Harness System

SEASOFT QUIKPAK™ Diving Vest

SEASOFT FREE™ 
Free Diving Vest

Part #:  201-904

Part #:  201-902

Part #:  201-901

™
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SEASOFT ORANGE MESH POCKETS™

These handy mesh pockets fit inside the pockets of the SEAWOLF™ Weight Harnesses and 
the QUIK DITCH™ Weight Pockets. They are just handy for dozens of different tasks: goody-
bag, spare part bags and a host of other uses. They are built to hold from 15 lbs. to 30 lbs. 
of soft weights in each pocket. They are made of thick polyurethane plastic mesh (with a 
#10 size zipper) and have attached handles to allow you to easily grasp them.

Bright enough to see on the boat deck or on the bottom, they’re hard to miss, aren’t they?

SEASOFT ORANGE MESH POCKETS™

Part #:  201-005 Orange Mesh 60™, 30 lbs. each
 201-006 Orange Mesh 40™, 20 lbs. each
 201-007 Orange Mesh 30™, 15 lbs. each

POCKETS

SEASOFT’s TACTICAL TRIM POCKETS™ are a unique and innovative way to add ditchable weight to any 2” or 1.5” 
webbing via an overlapping 2” VELCRO™. Each TACTICAL TRIM POCKET™ holds up to 5 lbs. of soft weight, allowing 
a diver to add up to 10 lbs. of ditchable weights to their dive gear quickly, safely and easily. For safe diving never 
add more than one pair of ditchable trim pockets to your gear.

By simply pulling the YELLOW handle straight down the diver releases the 6 sq. inches of VELCRO™ and the 
weights inside the pockets fall out. It is vital that the pocket opening is FACE DOWN if the diver expects to use the 
TACTICAL TRIM POCKETS™ as a DITCHABLE weight pocket. Divers should always practice ditching their weights:

1. On dry land occasionally.
2. In shallow water occasionally.
3. Mentally run through the ditching motion before every dive.

This will acclimate you to be prepared to ditch your weights in any emergency should it arise during a dive. If 
ditching your weights is not completely ingrained into your subconscious then you are simply not prepared to dive 
safely. The TACTICAL TRIM POCKETS™ can also be turned “upside down” and used as regular trim pockets, mounted 
on your tank straps or any other place you deem fi t. SEASOFT’s TACTICAL TRIM POCKETS™ are a versatile, ingenious 
way to add ditchable weight to your gear, try a pair for safer, more comfortable and easier diving.

This is the cleanest, easiest way to add weights to your gear, tank strap, weight belt or weight harness. SEASOFT TRIM 
POCKETS™ hold up to 5 lbs. each with drain holes and a huge VELCRO™ fl ap to keep the weights in place. The back of 
the SEASOFT TRIM POCKETS™ can be mounted directly onto 2” webbing with a webbed loop or a fold over VELCRO™ 
fl ap for a secure fi t.

We know there are several trim pockets available; none of them are as well made or designed, so you might as well 
have the best ones. Sold in pairs.

SEASOFT TACTICAL TRIM POCKETS™ 

SEASOFT TRIM POCKETS™ 

Part #:  201-008T

Part #:  201-004

SEASOFT TACTICAL 
TRIM POCKETS™

SEASOFT TRIM POCKETS™

™
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SEABAGS

™

SEASOFT SEABAGS™ are our popular, corrosion-resistant, lead shot filled bags made of super strong, 
high-density neoprene.

These bags are closed with an industrial serger sewing machine and then straight-stiched with a 
walking foot sewing machine for extra strength. These 5 threads of thick 100% nylon protect the 
seams, even with rough treatment. Go ahead and throw a SEABAG™ into the ground, it won’t break 
open! These seams are guaranteed for 2 years!

All of the lead shot that goes into all SEASOFT’s lead products is coated with multiple layers of 
graphite to ensure that you and the environment are protected. SEASOFT SEABAGS™ are built to 
easily fit into weight-integrated BCs and other weight carrying products because they are so soft and 
pliable. SEASOFT SEABAGS™ are available in 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 lb. sizes.

Care: SEABAGS™ should be dried with the main seam facing down to allow water to drain out. The 
graphite will protect your lead from corrosion for years if you protect the graphite from long exposure 
to water. You must rinse and drain the SEABAGS™ with the seam down. If not the lead will start to 
oxidize! Help us help you - rinse and drain!

IMPORTANT: SEASOFT SCUBA has created a proprietary way of adding a catalyst to their lead shot, 
which when graphite is introduced creates a hard graphite sell that surrounds the lead shot and 
isolates it from the water. This prevents the lead from corroding for a period of 2 to 10 years. This hard 
graphite shell environmentally seals the lead shot and protects you, your family, your car, your house 
and the environment. We think this is vitally important. Lead is highly toxic and there is now a way to 
protect yourself, your family and the environment from this highly poisonous element.

Start with a SEASOFT SEABAG™ that is closed with an industrial serger sewing machine 
and then straight-stitched with a walking foot sewing machine for extra strength. 
These 5 threads of thick 100% nylon protect the seams even with rough treatment. 
Take these soft SEABAGS™ and add a lobster claw clasp to it with tough 3/4” webbing 
and you have SEASOFT’s CLIP-ON SEABAGS™! 

Easy to use, easy on gear, easy on you! Convenient for an endless amount of uses! You 
can probably think of one right now. The hard weight guys have weights that clip on, 
the ones that hurt and break stuff. We have ours – we win! Available in 2, 3, 4 and 5 lbs.

SEASOFT SEABAGS™

SEASOFT CLIP-ON SEABAGS™

SEASOFT SEABAGS™

SEASOFT CLIP-ON SEABAGS™

SEASOFT SEABAGS™
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WEIGHT BELTS

We patented the world’s first soft weight belt in 1985 and we’ve sold hundreds of thousands of them to satisfied divers all over the world. The SEASOFT 
WEIGHT BELT™ consists of SEASOFT’s proprietary corrosion-resistant lead shot. Incredibly comfortable when its sealed in two stretchable rubber tubes 
covered in high-density neoprene joined by 2” webbing to a solid stainless steel buckle and slide.

Famous for their toughness with a 4-year warranty: If any lead shot is accidentally released for any reason, we will repair or replace it – period. This warranty 
even extends to rental belts. SEASOFT WEIGHT BELTS™ stretch; so adjust the back first in order to stretch your weight belt so it is tight with little webbing 
showing in the front (weight should be over the hips). The SEASOFT WEIGHT BELT™ should be pulling toward you, not away, and they fit any size waist.

From Bruce Justinen, President of SEASOFT SCUBA: “I’ve thought hundreds of “Buoyancy Control and Proper Weighting” Seminars in the last 25 
years. Here is what other instructors and I recommend:

1. Divide your weights up. Use a smaller weight belt (4-20 lbs.) as your “primary” ditching method and your BC’s weight integration as your “secondary”. Ditchable weights 
should represent 50-70% of your total weight. Important: Seek the advice of your instructor or Authorized SEASOFT Dealer for the ideal weight package for you!

2. You will be more comfortable because you have less weight on your waist AND in your BC. 

3. You are arguably safer when you ditch a lower percentage of your weights in an emergency with a “moderated” ascent instead of an abrupt, uncontrolled ascent. You 
may diminish your risk of an air expansion injury.

4. Entanglement is an issue! It is diffi  cult or impossible to take a BC off  that contains all your weights and cut yourself free if you are wearing a wetsuit or drysuit.

If you’re not using the above method for diving safety and comfort, we invite you to start today!”

Sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 30, and 35 lbs.

Colors: Red, Neon Yellow, Hot Pink, Royal Blue, Neon Green, 
Purple, Sky Blue, White, Black.

Care: SEASOFT Weights are filled with lead shot coated 
with two coats of graphite designed to protect you and the 
environment. To maintain this, all SEASOFT WEIGHT BELTS™ 
and SEASOFT ANKLE WEIGHTS™ must be hung to dry after 
diving. If they are not, the lead will eventually corrode. 
Help us help you by hanging your SEASOFT WEIGHT BELTS™ 
and ANKLE WEIGHTS™ to dry.

Ditching Guarantee Since 1987: “If you have to ditch your 
weight belt in any emergency, you get a NEW one for half 
price!” See the last page of this catalog for more details.

SEASOFT WEIGHT BELTS™

SEASOFT WEIGHT BELTS™

SEASOFT PRO WEIGHT BELTS™

™
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ANKLE WEIGHTS
TANK WTS

™

SEASOFT TANK WTS™

SEASOFT ANKLE WEIGHTS™ are popular with drysuit divers to off set the air inside the legs 
of drysuits, but there’s more.

With the advent of weight integrated BCs and steel tanks, the upper body of most divers 
will tend to dive lower than the legs, this produces hydro-drag. When you wear ankle 
weights you transfer weight to the lower body. This helps bring the legs into alignment and 
assists in eliminating unnecessary hydro-drag.

Women, because they are often short-waisted, have their weights located higher 
than men. This throws their diving alignment out of balance and ankle weights are even 
more important as a tool to correct this imbalance. Water is 800 times more dense than air 
so hydro-drag can seriously cost you in speed, air consumption, 
fatigue and bottom time. Don’t let it slow you down!

SEASOFT ANKLE WEIGHTS™ are useful for these applications:

1. Your diving position is important to good diving skills; horizontal with a slightly legs up 
attitude is correct. Some divers have their legs too high causing excessive hydro-drag, SEASOFT 
ANKLE WEIGHTS™ correct this.

2. If you have more weight toward the head - the legs will go up. Think of your body as a teeter-
totter, if most of the weight is at one end, the other end goes up. SEASOFT ANKLE WEIGHTS™ can 
correct this imbalance.

3. They are also used by knowledgeable snorkelers to keep their fi ns IN the water instead of 
slapping the TOP of the water. Often snorkelers don’t see fi sh because they scare them with the 
constant “noise” of their fi ns on the surface.

4. FREE divers can also benefi t from SEASOFT ANKLE WEIGHTS™ because it can help them level 
off  at depth.

5. Women are often short-waisted and their weights are located higher than men. This throws 
their diving alignment out of balance and ankle weights are even more important as a tool to 
correct this imbalance.

Available in 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 lb. each in the same colors as the SEASOFT WEIGHT BELTS™. 
Commercial Ankle Weights are also available in 4 and 5 lb. each.

You need more weight and you  need to add it quickly and 
easily. SEASOFT’s TANK WTS™ are so easy, no need to fi nd 
a pocket or buy two something’s. Just take the TANK WTS™ 
strap, wrap it around your tank and you have the right 
amount of weight for that dive. When you tighten your 
tank you also lock the strap in place so that the TANK WTS™ 
cannot shift, move or twist so they are stable. ALSO, in an 
emergency, they can possibly help leverage your airway out 
of the water if you were unconscious.

Available in multiple sizes:

401-601 TANK WTS™ Pocket
401-602  TANK WTS™ 2 lb.
401-604  TANK WTS™ 4 lb.
401-606  TANK WTS™ 6 lb.

SEASOFT ANKLE WEIGHTS™

SEASOFT TANK WTS™

SEASOFT 
ANKLE WEIGHTS™

SEASOFT PRO ANKLE WEIGHTS™
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A one-piece BETA Titanium knife, the WATERMARK SEA-EDGE™ 
Knife can be mounted on your leg, your arm, on webbing, or on 
a hose with the included neoprene holster and/or sheath.

Just put the SEA-EDGE™ in your had, feel the balanced, 
lightweight, machined tool in your hand. You WILL want one!

The hefty yet compact polycarbonate sheath with a twist 
closure, mounted in a deluxe neoprene holster with heavy, 
adjustable, elastic straps. It can also be taken out of the holster 
and mounted on webbing or on a hose.

An amazing, lightweight tool for virtually any task, the 
SEA-EDGE™ is a knife that you can treasure and use for years 
to come. 

This knife comes in Titanium/black only. The WATERMARK 
SEA-EDGE™ has SEASOFT’s LIFETIME BREAKAGE WARRANTY. 
See the last page of this catalog for details.

   WATERMARK SCUBA Knives, like all the products designed and engineered by SEASOFT SCUBA, are engineered to be 
the best. ALL of our knives are BETA Titanium, the best corrosion resistant and hardest material available to make a dive knife. Most dive knives are 
ALPHA BETA Titanium, the “middle” grade of Titanium alloy. We use the more expensive BETA Titanium. Why? Because it is almost twice as strong as

SEASOFT SEA-EDGE™ Dive Knife

WATERMARK™ Knives by SEASOFT

Part #: 150-106   

SEASOFT SEA-EDGE™ 
(ACTUAL SIZE)

KNIVES

™
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The first thing you notice with the WATERMARK NITE-EDGE™ Dive Knife is the easy 
grip Polycarbonate handle that GLOWS in the dark. As the handle is exposed to 
light, it absorbs light and then glows for hours even in total darkness.

In the unlikely event you drop your knife on the bottom you have up to 12 hours 
(if it has been exposed to a minimum of 3 hours of daylight) of “GLOW” to retrace 
your journey and find your knife.

The 3.2” Blunt Tip BETA Titanium knife is the perfect size, big enough for virtually 
any task and yet small enough to not be bulky or heavy. One side has a serrated 
edge, the opposite side has a razor sharp edge and it has a line cutter with a 
useful blunt tip. There is also a stiletto version for spear-fishers.

The WATERMARK NITE-EDGE™ has a fantastic one-hand, SECURE, release system 
- just grab, squeeze, and pull. It’s just as easy to re-sheath. The sheath has a 
patented built-in slider that allows you to perfectly align your NITE-EDGE™ with 
the two grommet holes on your BC to mount your knife securely and easily (with 
included wheel bolts). There is also a slot for sliding your knife onto webbing (up 
to 2” wide) and slots for optional leg straps.

A dependable, comfortable grip gives you everything you need when you 
are looking for the perfect primary or secondary knife. There’s nothing like 
the WATERMARK NITE-EDGE™, the perfect knife for all your diving needs. And 
of course, the WATERMARK NITE-EDGE™ has SEASOFT’s LIFETIME BREAKAGE 
WARRANTY. See the last page of this catalog for more info.

SEASOFT NITE-EDGE™ Dive Knife

SEASOFT NITE-EDGE™ 

SEASOFT NITE-EDGE™ STILETTO 

ALPHA BETA Titanium and 20% stronger than stainless steel. Then we offer
this - ALL WATERMARK KNIVES have SEASOFT’s LIFETIME BREAKAGE WARRANTY; never
worry about your knife breaking.

But when we designed these WATERMARK Knives we didn’t just settle for a great knife, we did some cool things to 
make these knives even better. Read on.

SEASOFT NITE-EDGE™ 
(ACTUAL SIZE)

Part #: 150-001 Black 150-002 Yellow  
 150-007 Hot Pink  150-105 Black with a STILETTO Blade

KNIVES

™
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LIGHTS

The SEASOFT RAYGUN-Hi™ is virtually indestructible with a strong 
polycarbonate case, we ran it over with an SUV several times, see the 
video at www.seasoftscuba.com. By using the latest LED circuitry: 
We created 300 lumens of light in the smallest package imaginable; 
Produced the whitest daylight spectrum of light for dazzling display 
of light (5,500 Kelvin) from a light that weights only 6.5 oz. (including 
batteries)! The SEASOFT RAYGUN-Hi uses 2 Lithium Ion 123 batteries for 
4-6 hours of burn time, twice as long as most of the “BIG” lights. Imagine 
using 2 small batteries instead of 8 or even 16 big ones. Whether you 
need a backup or primary light, The SEASOFT RAYGUN-Hi™ will blow you 
away whether in tropical daylight or a Pacifi c Northwest night dive. A 
SCUBALAB TESTERS CHOICE!

The SEASOFT RAYGUN-Re™ is the rechargeable version of the 
RAYGUN-Hi™, with the same tough case, the same 300 lumens but with 
2 special rechargeable batteries. These batteries are slightly higher in 
voltage and burn time is 3-4 hours. With 2 batteries you’ll always have 
one battery charging. NEVER pay for batteries again OR run out of burn 
time. If you dive often, the RAYGUN-Re™ is your light.

The SEASOFT RAYGUN-Wi has a special lens that disperses the 300 
lumens of light in a wide beam. This is a perfect light for those who 
love a wide fi eld of vision on a night dive or who are looking for an 
inexpensive video light.

SEASOFT RAYGUN – Hi™

SEASOFT RAYGUN – Re™

SEASOFT RAYGUN – Wi™

Part #: 140-001 RAYGUN – Hi™ High Beam BLACK 
 140-002 RAYGUN – Hi™ High Beam YELLOW
 140-015 RAYGUN – Hi™ High Beam BLACK with SEASOFT Flashlight Pocket
 140-016 RAYGUN – Hi™ High Beam YELLOW with SEASOFT Flashlight Pocket

Part #: 140-006 RAYGUN – Wi™ Wide Beam BLACK 
 140-007 RAYGUN – Wi™ Wide Beam YELLOW
 140-017 RAYGUN – Wi™ Wide Beam BLACK with SEASOFT  Flashlight Pocket
 140-018 RAYGUN – Wi™ Wide Beam YELLOW with SEASOFT Flashlight Pocket

Part #: 140-008 RAYGUN – Re™ Rechargeable High Beam BLACK
 140-009 RAYGUN – Re™ Rechargeable High Beam YELLOW
 140-019 RAYGUN – Re™ Rechargeable High Beam BLACK with 
 SEASOFT Flashlight Pocket
 140-020 RAYGUN – Re™ Rechargeable High Beam YELLOW with 
 SEASOFT Flashlight Pocket

SEASOFT Flashlight Pocket™

The SEASOFT RAYGUN-SX™ is a high intensity 
LED strobe light with the bulletproof case of the 
RAYGUN. It flashes 120 times per minute and is a 
powerful homing beacon in most diving situations. 
The RAYGUN-SX™ uses 2 Lithium Ion 123 batteries, 
making this an amazing, lightweight but extremely 
powerful LED strobe light.

SEASOFT RAYGUN – SX™ 
AND RAYGUN – SXR™

Part #:   140-003 RAYGUN – SX™ LED Strobe
 140-004 RAYGUN – SXR™ LED STROBE with 
 rechargeable kit

SEASOFT RAYGUN – SX™ 

SEASOFT RAYGUN Hi™ 

Always have a fl ashlight within easy reach with a 
SEASOFT Flashlight Pocket. Two models available:

1. Part #: 140-012 – .75” to 1.5” fi ts our SEAGUN™ or lights 
like the INTOVA™ size lights.  
2. Part #: 140-014 – 1” to 2” fi ts the RAYGUN™ Flashlight 
and lights like the UK SL3, 4 or 6.

All SEASOFT Flashlight Pockets have a high-tension steel retractor mounted behind 
the pocket with stainless steel line. The line runs through a grommet that connects 
to a quick release buckle with a stainless steel ring that connects to your light.

Most divers wear the SEASOFT Flashlight Pocket on the webbing that fi ts over the 
cummerbund of your BC, but it can be mounted anywhere. It comes with 2” fi xed 
slot for webbing to slide through. Instead of hanging from your BC or wearing a 
wrist lanyard; choose the low profi le, foolproof way to attach your light! 

For further savings you can order a SEASOFT RAYGUN with a Flashlight Pocket!

SEASOFT 
FLASHLIGHT 

POCKET 

™
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INFORMATION

We are proud that SEASOFT products are designed for years of use. 
Always rinse your gear after every dive and hang to dry out of the sun. 
Avoid chlorine, sharp objects and sunlight for long periods of time.

All SEASOFT lead filled products, including RENTALS are warranted 
for 4 years. If any lead comes out – it is repaired or replaced, the only 
exception is abuse.

All other SEASOFT products are warranted for 2 years against defects 
in materials or workmanship unless otherwise noted in this catalog 
or on our website.

ALL Retail SEASOFT WEIGHT BELTS™ carry our famous LIFETIME 
DITCHING GUARANTEE. If a SEASOFT WEIGHT BELT™ is ditched in an 
emergency, SEASOFT will replace it for half of the list price when the 
following is provided:

1. Original proof of purchase.
2. A notarized statement with all of the facts concerning what took place 
in the emergency signed by you and your buddy.
3. You forward both of the above and half of the funds for your new belt 
to SEASOFT, shipping is free in North America.

SEASOFT’s products are incorporated into hundreds of diving rental 
and instructional programs around the world. Give your customers the 
warmth, comfort and toughness they deserve. We silk-screen RENTAL and 
the size on the outside of hoods, gloves etc. or any other of our products 
for you. Remember, SEASOFT WEIGHT BELTS™ are used every day to make 
divers comfortable and they have out exclusive 4 year warranty.

Throughout this catalog you will see certain products that have been 
engineered to simply pass the test of time and diving. If one of these 
products should ever break and you would like it replaced, you should:

1. Return all of the broken pieces in a box.
2. Include the original proof of purchase in the box.
3. Include an explanation of what happened and a check, money 
order or a Credit Card number for $20 to cover the cost of handling 
and shipping you the replacement product.
4. If the same replacement product is not available we will send you 
one as good or better.
5. As time goes on the cost of handling and shipping will adjust with 
the real cost of same.

SEASOFT Care and Warranties

SEASOFT’s Lifetime Breakage Warranty

SEASOFT Ditching Guarantee

SEASOFT Rentals

VISIT our UPDATED WEBSITE 
at www.seasoftscuba.com 

for info and other cool stuff !

2017 Dive Gear Catalog

2017
CATALOG

2017 Dive Gear Catalog

™




